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Abstract A unified continuum-mechanical theory has been until now lack-
ing for granular media, some believe it could not exist. Derived employing
the hydrodynamic approach, gsh is such a theory, though as yet a qualitative
one. The behavior being accounted for includes static stress distribution, elas-
tic wave, elasto-plastic motion, the critical state and rapid dense flow. The
equations and application to a few typical experiments are presented here.
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1 Introduction
The hydrodynamic formalism was pioneered by Landau [1] and Khalatnikov [2]
in the context of superfluid helium, and introduced to complex fluids by de
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2Gennes [3]. (Most physicists take hydrodynamics to mean the long-wave-
length continuum theory of any condensed system, while engineers typically
use it as a synonym for the Navier-Stokes equations.) The formalism consid-
ers energy and momentum conservation simultaneously, and has a tailored
set of state variables for each condensed system. In contrast, the usual ap-
proach via constitutive relations typically leaves out energy conservation and
considers the same set of variables for all systems.
In deriving a constitutive relation for a complex fluid, one usually focuses
on its rheology, and postulates a quantity Cij , as a function of the stress σkℓ,
strain rate vmn, and density ρ, such that the constitutive relation ∂tσij = Cij
holds. (∂t ≡ ∂/∂t needs to be replaced by an objective derivative more gen-
erally.) Together with the continuity equation ∂tρ+∇i(ρvi) = 0, momentum
conservation, ∂t(ρvi)+∇j(σij +ρvivj) = 0, it forms a closed set of equations
for ρ, σkℓ and the velocity vi, which one may take as the universal set of vari-
ables. The function Cij is specified employing experimental data, of which,
usually, only a subset is employed, say elasto-plastic motion in granular me-
dia, but then not fast dense flow or elastic waves. Even though, in complex
systems, it is a difficult approach requiring many arbitrary steps.
This is far better in the hydrodynamic approach. In deriving a theory,
one first identifies the basic physics of a system, with the help of which a
set of state variables is specified. Different complex systems with different
underlying physics therefore have different state variables. Then, by consid-
ering energy and momentum conservation, in addition to entropy balance,
the energy flux and the stress are derived (not postulated), as functions of the
state variables and their spatial derivatives, with a clear distinction between
dissipative and reactive terms. Given the stringency of derivation, therefore,
the continuum-mechanical theory thus obtained is the appropriate one for
the given system if the input in physics is adequate.
Being a subject of practical importance, elasto-plastic deformation of
dense granular media has been under the focus of engineering research for
many decades if not centuries [4,5,6,7,8,9]. The state of the art, however, is
confusing: A large number of constitutive models compete, employing strik-
ingly different expressions, with none accepted as authoritative. In his re-
cent book, Physical Soil Mechanics [9], Gudehus uses phrases such as morass
of equations and jungle of data as metaphors. Moreover, this competition
is among theories applicable only to elasto-plastic deformation, while rapid
dense flow is taken to obey yet rather different equations [10].
It took us a while to understand, but now we realize that although these
theories achieve considerable realism, they are in essence clever renditions of
complex data, not reflections of the underlying physics. This is the reason it
appears worthwhile to us trying out the hydrodynamic approach, by focusing
on the physics first, leaving the rich and subtle granular phenomenology aside
while constructing the theory. Our hope is to arrive at one that, though not
necessarily accurate in every aspect, is firmly based in physics, applicable over
the complete range of shear rates, and affords a well founded understanding.
Hydrodynamic theories [11,12] have been derived for many condensed sys-
tems, including liquid crystals [13,14,15,16,17,18,19], superfluid 3He [20,21,
22,23,24,25], superconductors [26,27,28], macroscopic electro-magnetism [29,
330,31,32], ferrofluids [33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41], and polymers [42,43,44,
45]. It is useful and possible also for granular media: Useful, because it should
help to illuminate and order their complex behavior; possible, because a sig-
nificant portion has already been done. We call it gsh, for “granular solid
hydrodynamics.” Remarkably, it divides granular behavior into three regimes,
with the granular temperature Tg, or jiggling of the grains, serving as a dial:
1. At Tg → 0, grains hardly jiggle, implying vanishing shear rates γ˙: Static
stress distribution and the propagation of elastic waves are phenomena
of this regime. We call it quasi-elastic because the stress stems from de-
formed grains and is elastic in origin, and because the terms responsible
for plastic behavior are quadratically small.
2. At slightly elevated Tg and slow rates: The stress is still predominantly
elastic, but it may now relax: When the grains loose (or loosen) contact
with one another, both granular deformation and the associated stress
will decrease. The plastic terms are now comparable to the elastic ones.
Typical phenomena are the critical state [4] and incremental nonlinear-
ity (ie. the strikingly different loading and unloading curves), not seen
in the quasi-elastic regime. The hypoplastic model [7] and other rate-
independent constitutive relations hold here. We call it the hypoplastic
regime – without implying the lack of potentials as originally thought.
3. At large Tg and high shear rates, we have the rapid dense flow behavior
covered by the µ(I)-model [46] and Bagnold flow. The jiggling is so strong
that it exerts a pressure, and viscosities are important. They compete with
the elastic stress, becoming dominant at high rates and low densities.
Finally, some words on the difference between the structure and param-
eters of a theory: The first concerns the part that is derived from general
principles, the second is a material-dependent input, typically an assump-
tion. This difference is especially clear-cut in constitutive models, where the
structure is given by the laws of mass and momentum conservation, and the
parameter is given by Cij . In a hydrodynamic theory, the structure consists
of (1) the conservation laws for energy, momentum and mass, and (2) their
respective fluxes, given as functions of the state and conjugate variables (eg.
entropy s and temperature T ≡ ∂w/∂s), including their spacial derivatives
(eg. ∇iT ). In this form, the fluxes are generally valid. The most important
parameter is the expressions for the energy w. Once given, the conjugate
variables, and with them also the fluxes, are explicit functions of the state
variables. Transport coefficients (eg. the viscosity) are also parameters. Ide-
ally, one would like to obtained the parameters from a microscopic theory,
though this is a tall order accomplished mainly in dilute systems (or formally
dilute ones). For denser ones, the realistic approach is to engage in a trial-
and-error iteration, in which the ramification of postulated dependences are
compared to experiments and simulations.
The structure of gsh is, we believe, complete and adequate, but the pa-
rameters are not as yet specified with complete confidence. The main reason
is, although the dependency of the transport coefficients on the granular
temperature Tg seems fairly universal, obtainable from more general con-
siderations, that on the density varies with the type of grains. And this
4system-specific information needs to be obtained from data on only one type
of grains. (In a sense, the Tg-dependence is more structural.)
In what follows, we shall first discuss the basic physics of granular media
in Sec 2, then present the equations of gsh in Sec 3. The next two sections are
respectively devoted to granular behavior in the quasi-elastic and hypoplastic
regime, as defined above. (Application of gsh to fast dense flow of Regime 3
is in [47].) The manuscript ends with a conclusion and a list of symbols.
2 The Basic Physics of Granular Media
2.1 Two-Stage Irreversibility
To derive the hydrodynamic theory for granular media, one needs the input of
what the essence of granular physics is. We believe it is encapsulated by two
notions: two-stage irreversibility and variable transient elasticity. The first is
related to the three spatial scales of any granular media: (a) the macroscopic,
(b) the mesoscopic, granular, and (c) the microscopic, inner granular. Divid-
ing all degrees of freedom (DoF) into these three categories, we treat those
of (a) differently from (b,c). Macroscopic DoF: the slowly varying stress, flow
and density fields, are employed as state variables, but inter- and inner gran-
ular DoF are treated summarily: Only their contributions to the energy is
considered and taken, respectively, as granular and true heat. So we do not
account for the motion of a jiggling grain, only include its fluctuating kinetic
and elastic energy as contributions to the granular heat,
∫
TgdSg, charac-
terized by the granular entropy Sg and temperature Tg. Similarly, phonons
are taken as part of true heat,
∫
TdS. There are a handful of macroscopic
DoF (a), a large number of granular ones (b), and yet many orders of mag-
nitude more inner granular ones (c). So the statistical tendency to equally
distribute the energy among all DoF implies an energy decay: (a) → (b,c)
and (b) → (c). This is what we call two-stage irreversibility, see Fig 1
The system is in equilibrium if the true entropy S is maximal. Maximal
Sg would characterize a quasi-equilibrium only if there were no energy decay
from (a,b) to (c), or when it is slow enough to be neglected. As the ubiquitous
inelasticity of granular collisions demonstrate, this is never the case.
R>0
R
g
>0
Sg
Sg
I>0
S
dissipative processes
Fig. 1 Two-stage irreversibility. Dissipative processeses produce either granular
entropy Sg, or directly thermal entropy S. Eventually, Sg is also converted to S.
5A division into three scales works well when they are clearly separated –
though this is a problem of accuracy, not viability. Scale separation is well
satisfied in large-scaled, engineering-type experiments, but less so in small-
scaled ones. Using glass or steel beads aggravates the problem. The same is
true of 2D experiments employing less and larger disks. On the other hand,
when there is too little space for spatial averaging, one may still average over
time and runs, to get rid of fluctuations not contained in a hydrodyanmic
theory.
2.2 Significance and Measurement of Tg
Thermodynamic variables are, strictly speaking, either conserved ones, such
as energy and mass, or broken symmetry ones, such as the preferred direction
in nematic liquid crystals. But one can conveniently include slowly relax-
ing variables in an appropriately generalized thermodynamic theory. A well
known example for such variables is the magnitude of the order parameter
ψ in a Ginzburg-Landau theory, such as the superfluid density ρs ∼ ψψ∗ [1,
48]. Expanding the free energy in ψ at the phase transition, one obtains
f = α|ψ|2+β|ψ|4+ · · · , with equilibrium given for minimal f , or ∂f/∂ψ = 0.
Circumstances are especially simple for α > 0, when the term ∼ β is negligi-
ble, and ψ = 0 the equilibrium condition.
The idea behind this is a generalized notion of equilibrium – call it quasi-
equilibrium – from one in which ψ vanishes to one with a given value of ψ.
The associated statistical ensemble includes only the micro-states compatible
with this value. These are not as numerous as those with ψ = 0, but more
than sufficient for the consideration to hold, that quasi-equilibrium is the
macro-state with the largest number of compatible micro-states. Any thermo-
dynamic consideration that derives from it remains well founded, especially
the principle of maximal entropy. As a result, the conjugate variables retain
their thermodynamic significance: For instance, P ≡ − ∂W/∂V |ψ (with W
the energy and V the volume) is the equilibrium force for given ψ.
Conserved and relaxing variables have different equilibrium conditions.
The latter assumes a specific value (frequently zero, and more generally given
by the vanishing of the conjugate variable, ∂W/∂ψ = 0). The former does
not, though the associated conjugate variable is constant. For instance, the
equilibrium condition with respect to energy exchange between two systems
is equal temperatures, T1 = T2, and to mass exchange equal chemical poten-
tials, µ1 = µ2. Curiously, Tg alternates between both types of behavior.
Before we enter into its discussion, a caveat and a note. Writing
∫
TgdSg
for the energy contained in the granular DoF is useful only if they are in equi-
librium with one another. This may not always be the case, eg. in a granular
gas maintained by vibrating walls. (The system therefore needs additional
state variables to characterize the velocity distribution, see [49].) But grains
are increasingly better equilibrated for higher densities and more frequent
collisions. To keep the discussion simple, we assume that they are always
in equilibrium. The note: Static granular ensembles are always in (a prop-
erly understood) thermodynamic equilibrium. Both the force equilibrium and
Tg = T are results of maximizing the total entropy, see Sec 3.1.2.
6In a rarefied granular gas, the energy W has only kinetic contributions.
Equipartion implies we have 12Tg per DoF, or W =
3
2TgN (with N the num-
ber of grains). Assuming that the inner granular DoF may be modeled as a
phonon gas, we take its energy as 3TNa (for T ≫ TD, the Debye tempera-
ture, and Na the number of atoms in all the grains). If the grains maintained
their mechanical integrity at arbitrarily high T , they will heat up during a
collision for Tg > T , but cool down for Tg < T (by amplifying the Brownian
motion), until they are in equilibrium, for Tg = T . Clearly, all this results
from Tg being associated with the conserved energy (or equivalently, with
the “conserved” entropy while minimizing the energy). Usually, of course,
because Tg ≫ T , the heat transfer is taken as independent of T , given by a
constant restitution coefficient. It then relaxes, like ψ, until it vanishes.
Since the grains collide more frequently at higher densities, increasing the
elastic contribution to the energy, this simple picture gets blurred, breaking
down completely when the contacts become enduring. Given the complicated
interaction between grains at higher densities, including dissipation and fric-
tion, a valid W (Sg) with Tg ≡ ∂W/∂Sg seems difficult to obtain head-on.
Therefore, we choose the following pragmatic approach. Starting from the
energy density as a function of the two entropy densities, w(s, sg), we write
dw = Tds+ Tgdsg = Td(s+ sg) + (Tg − T )dsg, identifying the first term as
the equilibrium energy for Tg = T , and the second as the additional contri-
bution ∆w if Tg 6= T . Written this way, T is associated with the conserved
total entropy stot ≡ sg + s. It does not have a definite equilibrium value,
but will equalize with the temperature of another system if heat exchange is
allowed. Associated with sg at given stot, Tg−T is an internal excitation of a
non-optimal energy distribution, akin to mass nonuniformity (that will relax
if uniform mass is the equilibrium state, because mass conservation does not
come in here). Therefore, Tg − T relaxes until Tg − T = 0. Using the same
arguments as employed for the Ginzburg-Landau free energy, that the energy
∆w(ρ, T, Tg − T ) has a minimum for Tg − T = 0, we expand ∆w to find
∆w = s2g/2ρb, Tg − T ≡ ∂w/∂sg|sg+s = sg/ρb, (1)
with b = b(ρ, T ) > 0, ∆w = 12ρb(Tg−T )2. As this consideration assumes only
analyticity of w and does not depend on the interaction, it is quite general.
So Eq (1) should hold for Tg sufficiently small, and the remaining question
is what b is. First, we note that taking the dimension of Tg, sg as energy
and inverse volume, respectively, that of 1/b is volume×energy. Next, having
established the quadratic dependence (surprising as we are used to w ∼ Tg),
we may now take the realistic limit, Tg ≫ T , s≫ sg, to realize that the above
rewriting of dw did not change much, since s ≈ stot, Tg ≈ Tg − T . But we
now do know that T is associated with a conserved variable, while Tg is, cum
grano salis, a relaxing one. And we may consider b = b(ρ) ≡ b(ρ, T → 0).
As remarked at the end of the introduction, density dependence is a
system-specific property, that needs to be obtained from experiments or sim-
ulation. We note that a gas of light-weight and completely elastic beads may
serve as a granular thermometer in a DEM-experiment for a regular granular
system comprising of dissipative, heavy grains, if both are separated by a
7massless membrane (that will transmit momentum but no particles). Main-
taining the regular system at ρ, 〈v〉 = const, where 〈v〉2 ≡ 〈vi · vi〉, one can
measure its energy w(ρ, 〈v〉), both the kinetic and the elastic contributions,
and read its temperature Tg(ρ, 〈v〉) off the thermometer. Combining both
yields w = w(ρ, Tg), or b(ρ) via an expansion of w in Tg.
This procedure works mainly because waiting long enough, the thermome-
ter will equilibrate with the grains, irrespective how dissipative they are. The
many reasons a real experiment would not work is of course related to the
conclusion we draw above that Tg is primarily a relaxing quantity that seeks
to attain its local equilibrium value, irrespective whether there is another
system of a different Tg, with which energy may be exchanged. Given this
lack of circumstances in which the thermodynamic significance of Tg plays
any robust role, it seems futile to insist on it. So, instead of measuring b via
Tg’s thermodynamic significance, we may employ Eqs (1), with a postulate
b(ρ) [such as given in Eqs (10) below], to define Tg, such that it holds for all
Tg, ρ. Although Tg is then a true temperature only at Tg = T , this strategy
works surprisingly well, not only for elasto-plastic motion in dense media,
but also for gases. In gsh, the pressure exerted by jiggling grains is ∼ bT 2g ,
the viscosity ∼ Tg, see Eq (10, 25) below. Equating ∆w = 12ρbT 2g to 32Tkρ/m
for granular gases, we obtain
3Tk/m = b(ρ)T
2
g . (2)
And indeed, the pressure is found ∼ Tk, the viscosity ∼
√
Tk, in an approach
combining the kinetic theory and DEM results [50,51].
Finally, it seems useful to probe whether one may identify Tg with the
average velocity 〈v〉. Taking the energy density of the granular DoF as w =
ρc(ρ)〈v〉2/2, we have c = 1 in the dilute limit, and may plausibly take c(ρ)
approaching 2 in the dense limit, where enduring contacts dominate, hence
any kinetic energy is converted into elastic one at the next instance, and
back again. However, this conjecture, conveniently linking a macroscopic to
a mesoscopic quantity, needs to be thoroughly validated.
2.3 Variable Transient Elasticity
Our second notion, variable transient elasticity, addresses granular plastic-
ity. The free surface of a granular system at rest is frequently tilted. When
perturbed, when the grains jiggle and Tg 6= 0, the tilted surface will decay
and become horizontal. The stronger the grains jiggle and slide, the faster
the decay is. We take this as indicative of a system that is elastic for Tg = 0,
transiently elastic for Tg 6= 0, with a stress relaxation rate ∼ Tg.
A relaxing stress is typical of any viscous-elastic system such as poly-
mers [42]. The unique circumstance here is that the relaxation rate is not a
material constant, but a function of the state variable Tg. As we shall see, it
is this variable transient elasticity – a simple fact at heart – that underlies the
complex behavior of granular plasticity. Realizing it yields a most economic
way to capture granular rheology at elasto-plastic rates.
8Employing a strain field rather than the stress as a state variable usually
yields a simpler description, because the former is in essence a geometric
quantity, the latter a physical one – compare the evolution equations for
both. Yet one cannot use the standard strain field ǫij as a granular state
variable, because the relation between stress and ǫij lacks uniqueness when
the system is plastic. Engineering theories frequently divide the strain into
two fields, elastic uij and plastic ǫ
p
ij , with the first accounting for the re-
versible and second for the irreversible part. They then employ ǫij and ǫ
p
ij as
two independent strain fields to account for elasto-plastic motion of granular
media [52,53]. We believe that, on the contrary, the elastic strain uij is the
sole state variable, as there is a unique relation between the elastic stress πij
and uij , as convincingly argued by Rubin [54]. We take uij as the portion of
the strain that deforms the grains and changes the energy w = w(uij). And
since an elastic stress πij only exists when the grains are deformed, it is also
a function of uij . Employing uij as the sole state variable preserves many
useful features of elasticity, especially the (so-called hyper-elastic) relation,
πij = −∂w(uij)/∂uij . (3)
This is derived in [55] but easy to understand via an analogy. The wheels of
a car driving up a snowy hill will grip the ground part of the time, slipping
otherwise. When the wheels grip, the car moves and its gravitational energy
w is increased. Dividing the wheel’s rotation θ into a gripping θ(e) and a
slipping θ(p) portion, we may compute the torque on the wheel as ∂w/∂θ(e)
(if the wheel turns sufficiently slowly), same as in Eq (3). How much the
wheel turns or slips, how large θ or θ(p) are, is irrelevant for the torque.
Although ǫij is not a state variable, there are effects of the rates that
need to be included: Given a shear rate γ˙, the grains will jiggle and slide,
producing a finite Tg. This effect is included in the balance equation for Tg,
which accounts for the energy decay from (a) to (b). It has two steady-state
limits, Tg ∼ γ˙2 for low shear rates, and Tg ∼ γ˙ for higher ones.
The only way to find out whether two-stage irreversibility and variable
transient elasticity are appropriate and sufficient, is to derived the theory
and compare its ramifications with experiments. The structure of the theory
(that we call gsh) has already been derived, see [55,56,57], though it was
written such that the formal derivation is stressed, not the results, making
them less accessible. And there were some blanks left, especially the density
dependence of the transport coefficients, and the dependence of the elastic
energy on the third invariant. All results are presented here in a readable
way, and with the blanks filled in as far as possible. The second step, finding
the ramifications, is a more lengthy process, in the midst of which we are.
2.4 Validity of General Principles
gsh is derived employing conventional methods of theoretical physics, as-
suming thermodynamic considerations and associated general principles, es-
pecially the Onsager relation, are valid in granular media. As some in the
community do not subscribe to it (possibly following Kadanoff [58], who
9conjectured early on that granular media, being unique, may not have a hy-
drodynamic theory), we lay out our reasons why we believe granular media
are not different to the extend as to actually violate general principles.
First, we distinguish between a general principle and an analogy. The
first has been proven to hold under general conditions, hence the name; the
second may be good or bad, though no basic result of theoretical physics is
imperiled whatever its validity. For instance, there are two versions of the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem in granular media, one in terms of the true
temperature T , the other in terms of the granular temperature Tg. The former
is a general principle that is equally applicable to gas, a block of copper and
a pile of sand, quantifying how much, eg. the volume of each fluctuates. The
latter derives from the analogy between Tg and T , and has been shown to
be invalid at times – hardly surprising, since the analogy is far from perfect.
Similarly, while energy is frequently deemed not to be conserved in granular
media, it is in fact only the kinetic energy of the grains that is not conserved.
The total energy, including the heat in the grains, of course is.
Then there is the argument [59] that since grains collide inelastically and
execute irreversible motion, and since the validity of the Onsager relation
depends on the time reversal invariance of the underlying microscopic dy-
namics, the Onsager relation does not hold in granular media. This argument
is not convincing – the fact that granular kinetic theory is irreversible because
it is mesoscopic has been overlooked here. The true microscopic dynamics
in sand is, as everywhere else, the reversible Schro¨dinger equation for the
constituent atoms. It is a deeply held belief in theoretical physics that all
systems obey CPT-invariance. In condensed matter, with only electromag-
netic interaction, T-invariance holds. This is the foundation of the Onsager
relation, a general principle, see eg. the proof in [48]. The specificity of the
system, or the theory one happens to employ, are irrelevant for its validity.
Another argument states that, since a sand pile has much more gravita-
tional energy than a monolayer of grains, only the latter, the minimal energy
state, is in equilibrium. The former, being “jammed” and prevented to reach
the latter, is too far off equilibrium for thermodynamics to hold. We contend
that one needs to first also include in the consideration the elastic energy;
and second, to realize that a stuck piston, positioned between two chambers
of air, is also “jammed.” Yet this is a system in equilibrium because all its
many degrees of freedom are except one: the position of the piston that up-
holds a constraint on the volumes of the two subsystems. Thermodynamics is
routinely applied to such a system. In a macroscopic body, all elastic DoF are
in equilibrium if the force balance holds, implying the sum of gravitational
and elastic energy is minimal, see Sec.3.1.2. Two elastic bodies, one on top of
another, are also in equilibrium if the sum of their energy is minimal – though
there is the constraint that the upper body must not slide with respect to
the lower one. A sand pile is many little elastic bodies on top of one another.
If they are constrained to stay put, and their total energy is minimal, the
pile is in equilibrium and amenable to thermodynamic considerations.
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3 The Expressions of GSH
The expressions of gsh are divided into the static and dynamic parts. Statics
includes the state variables, the formal equilibrium conditions in terms of
them, and the expression for the thermodynamic energy. We also discuss the
convexity transition of the energy, how it accounts for yield surfaces in the
variable space, beyond which no elastic solutions remain stable. We note that
it is qualitatively different from the yield-like critical state, one being a static,
the other a dynamic, phenomenon. Dynamics includes conservation laws,
balance equations for sg and s, and evolution equations for the rest of the
state variables. Explicit expressions for the transport coefficients, the energy
flux and the Cauchy stress are given.
3.1 Granular Statics
3.1.1 Complete Set of State Variables
In accordance to the above stated understanding of granular media’s basic
physics, the state variables are: the granular entropy sg and the elastic strain
uij , in addition to the usual variables: the density ρ, the momentum density
ρvi, the true entropy s. Denoting the energy density (in the rest frame, vi = 0)
as w = w(ρ, s, sg, uij), the conjugate variables are:
µ ≡ ∂w
∂ρ
, T ≡ ∂w
∂s
, Tg ≡ ∂w
∂sg
, πij ≡ − ∂w
∂uij
, (4)
where µ is the chemical potential, T the temperature, Tg the granular tem-
perature, and πij the elastic stress. These are given once the energy w is.
Next, in Sec 3.1.2, equilibrium conditions will be derived formally, in terms
of the energy and its conjugate variables, whatever w is. Then, in Sec 3.1.3,
an example for w will be given, and the conjugate variables calculated – with
the help of which the equilibrium conditions are rendered explicit.
A complete set of state variables is one that determines a unique macro-
scopic state of the system. If a set is given, there is no room for ambiguity, for
“history-” or “preparation-dependence.” Conversely, any such dependence in-
dicates that the set is incomplete. In the hydrodynamic approach, a physical
quantity is a state variable if (and only if) the energy w depends on it. Our
assumption is that the above set is complete.
3.1.2 Formal Equilibrium Conditions
Equilibrium conditions for the state variables, usually in terms of their con-
jugate variables, are obtained by requiring the entropy
∫
s d3r to be max-
imal with appropriate constraints: constant energy
∫
w d3r, constant mass∫
ρ d3r, · · · . In granular media, remarkably, this universally valid procedure
leads to two distinct sets of equilibrium conditions, the solid- and the fluid-
like one. Maximizing the entropy (see [55,56] for details), we first obtain the
condition of uniform true temperature∇iT = 0, and the requirement that the
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granular temperature vanishes, Tg = 0. Usually, Tg vanishes quickly, and if
it does, the density is not independent from the elastic strain, dρ/ρ = −duℓℓ.
They share a common condition that we identify as the solid one,
∇i(πij + PT δij) = ρ gi, PT ≡ −∂(wV )/∂V Tg→0−→ 0, (5)
where gi is the gravitational constant, πij the elastic stress, PT the usual
expression for the fluid pressure, and V the volume. (The derivative is taken
at constant ρV , sV and sgV .) With the energy expression w of the next
Sec 3.1.3, PT ∼ T 2g is the pressure exerted by jiggling grains. We therefore call
it the seismic pressure [57]. Clearly, equilibrium condition Eq (5), expressing
force balance, is logically the result of maximal true entropy.
If Tg is kept finite by external perturbations, the system may further
increase its entropy by independently varying ρ and uij , to arrive at the fluid
equilibrium. It is characterized by two conditions, the first with respect to
uij , and the second with respect to ρ:
πij = 0, ∇iPT = ρ gi. (6)
The first condition requires shear stresses to vanish in equilibrium, and free
surfaces to be horizontal. The second governs reversible compaction.
3.1.3 Granular Energy
Interested in stiff grains with small uij , we look for the lowest order terms
in the elastic energy w∆. Denoting ∆ ≡ −uℓℓ, P∆ ≡ πℓℓ/3, u2s ≡ u∗iju∗ij ,
π2s ≡ π∗ijπ∗ij , where u∗ij , π∗ij are the respective traceless tensors, we take it as
w = wT + w∆, wT = s
2
g/(2ρb), w∆ =
√
∆(2B∆2/5 +Au2s), (7)
πij =
√
∆(B∆ + Au2s/2∆)δij − 2A
√
∆u∗ij , (8)
P∆ =
√
∆(B∆ + Au2s/2∆), πs = −2A
√
∆us. (9)
Note uij and πij are collinear and have the same principal axes. The contri-
bution wT is an expansion in sg, as discussed in detail around Eq (1). Fixing
the density-dependence of the coefficient b yields a contribution for the seis-
mic pressure PT ≡ −∂(wV )/∂(V ). (There is also one from w∆ ∼ ∆2.5 that
is always much smaller than P∆ ∼ ∆1.5 for small ∆, and hence neglected.)
With ρcp the random close density, we take
b = b0 (1− ρ/ρcp)a , PT = ρ2 ab T 2g /2(ρcp − ρ), (10)
where b0 and a being positive numbers. Given Eq (2) (noting the den-
sity dependence of b), this is essentially the familiar pressure expression
∼ TG/(ρcp − ρ), see eg. [51]. Fast dense flow experiments appear to point
to a small a, say a ≈ 0.1, see [60]. (As we are not, at present, interested in
effects such as thermal expansion, the dependence on s is not discussed.)
The second term w∆ of Eq (1), with A,B > 0, is the elastic contribution.
Its order of 2.5 is important for many granular features, especially stress-
induced anisotropy (see below) and the convexity transition, discussed in the
next section, Sec 3.2. The associated stress expression πij has been validated
for the following circumstances, achieving good agreement:
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– Static stress distribution in three classic geometries: silo, sand pile, point
load on a granular sheet, calculated using the equilibrium condition,
Eq (5), see [61,62].
– Small-amplitude stress-strain relation, see [63,64].
– Anisotropic propagation of elastic waves, see [65,66].
An explanation of “stress-induced anisotropy”: In linear elasticity w ∼ u2s,
we have constant second derivatives ∂2w/∂u2s, and the velocity of a elastic
wave ∼
√
∂2w/∂u2s does not depend on the elastic strain, or equivalently,
the stress. For any exponent other than 2, the velocity depends on the stress,
and is anisotropic if the stress is.
Note that the energy w = wT +w∆ vanishes when the grains are neither
deformed nor jiggling: w → 0 for sg, uij → 0, implying the lack of any
longer-ranged interaction among the grains. If there were one, there would
be a density-dependent term in w that remains finite for sg, uij → 0.
3.2 The Yield Surfaces
In a space spanned by stress components and the density, there is a surface
that divides two regions in any granular media, one in which the grains
necessarily move, another in which they may be at rest. We shall refer to
this surface as the yield surface – though we emphasize that it is unrelated
to, and different from, any yield associated with the critical state, see the next
paragraph. To make its definition precise, we take the yield surface to be the
divide between two regions, one in which elastic solutions may be stable, and
another in which they never are. Clearly, the medium may be at rest for a
given stress only if an appropriate elastic solution is stable. Since the elastic
energy of any solution satisfying Eq (5) is extremal, the energy is convex and
minimal in the stable region, concave and maximal in the unstable one —in
which infinitesimal perturbations suffice to destroy the solution.
The yield surface defines a yield stress [such as given by Eq (11) be-
low]. Many textbooks identify it with the highest shear stress achieved in
an approach to the critical state, with the justification that the accompa-
nying shear rate is so low that one may consider the motion quasi-static.
And since the critical state is a form of yield, the physics behind it must be
static, energetic. We believe this argument overlooks the following point: A
quasi-static motion is one that visits a series of static, equilibrium states, so
slowly that the dissipation is negligible, implying Tg → 0. This is what was
defined as quasi-elastic motion above, see also Sec 4.1. The rate-independent,
hypoplastic motion, taking place eg. during an approach to the critical state,
is different. It does visit a series of elastic states, but at an elevated Tg, and
is therefore highly dissipative. The energetic instability and the critical state
are two distinct concepts, static versus dynamic. The first is a convexity tran-
sition of the elastic energy, the second a stationary solution of the evolution
equation for the elastic strain uij , see Sec 5, comparable to the stationary
solution of any diffusion equation. The two yield stresses are frequently sim-
ilar in magnitude, which is probably related to the fact that both account
for the clearance with the profile of the underlying layer, though one with
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granular jiggling, Tg 6= 0, and hence a little easier. But the yield stress given
by Eq (11) below needs to be larger than the highest shear stress achieved
during an approach to the critical state, because a series of elastic states is
being visited during the approach. Otherwise, the system will abandon it, in
search for a stable but nonuniform configuration, typically shear bands.
3.2.1 The Coulomb Yield Surface
The elastic energy of Eq (7) is convex only for
us/∆ ≤
√
2B/A or πs/P∆ ≤
√
2A/B, (11)
turning concave if the condition is violated. The second constraint may be
derived by rewriting Eq (9) as 4P∆/πs = 2B∆/Aus + us/∆, which shows
P∆/πs =
√
B/2A is minimal for us/∆ =
√
2B/A. This corroborates the
behavior that no granular system stays static if the shear stress is too large for
given pressure. We call it the Coulomb yield surface, although technically, it is
the Drucker-Prager relation, see Sec.3.2.2. And again, nothing in connection
to the critical state is meant here.
Taking B/A as density independent, typically B/A ≈ 5/3, we only need
to specify the density dependence of B(ρ), which we require should account
for the following three important characteristics of granular media:
– The energy should be concave for ρ < ρℓp, the random loose density, as
no elastic solution exists when the grains loose contacts with one another.
– The energy must be convex for larger densities, ρℓp < ρ < ρcp, to ensure
the stability of elastic solutions in this region.
– The density dependence of sound velocities as measured by Harding and
Richart [67] should be well rendered by
√
∂2w/∂u2s ∼
√B.
The simplest expression we could find [see [55] for details of the struggle] is
B = B0[(ρ− ρ¯)/(ρcp − ρ)]0.15, ρ¯ ≡ (20ρℓp − 11ρcp)/9, (12)
with B0 > 0 a material constant. The small exponent of 0.15 does not imply
an accuracy over a few orders of magnitude for ρ → ρ¯. Since B loses its
convexity at ρℓp, the density is never close to ρ¯. (Note ρ¯ < ρℓp < ρcp, with
ρcp−ρℓp ≈ ρℓp− ρ¯.) And although ρ may be close to ρcp, the slow divergence
only expresses, qualitatively and very tentatively, that the system becomes
orders of magnitude stiffer there.
3.2.2 More and Different Yield Surfaces
As depicted in Fig. 2, granular media possess more yield surfaces. We consider
the space spanned by the pressure P∆, shear stress σs = πs, and the void
ratio e, where e ≡ 1/φ−1. (φ ≡ ρ/ρg is the packing fraction, and ρg the bulk
density of the grains.) First, for given e, there should be a maximal pressure
that a granular system can sustain before it collapses, implying a yield surface
as depicted in (a) of Fig 2. Sand at rest will not cross this boundary when
compressed. Instead, it will collapse, becoming more compact, with a smaller
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Fig. 2 Granular yield surfaces for Tg = 0, as a function of the pressure P , shear
stress σs = pis, and the void ratio e, as calculated from the convexity transition
of the energy given in Eqs.(7,12,13), with B/A = 5/3, D1 = 1, D2,D3 = 2, and
ρlp = 0.85ρcp. The plots (a,b) are at σs = 0, with the inset having a logarithmic
scale; the curves of (c) are at the indicated densities. [The dashed straight lines in
(b,c) are, respectively, the formula e = e0−k lnP and the Coulomb yield line.] The
curves of (d) are the same as in (a,c), though now in 3D-space, spanned by e, P, σs.
e. The curve e(P ) in (a) holds for vanishing shear stress σs = 0. If there were
no dependence of σs, we would have vertical lines in (c), connecting the P -
axis and the Coulomb yield line, the position of which depends on e. More
plausible, however, would be a bending of these lines, as depicted, because
a shear stress should render a static granular ensemble less stable. All this
may be accounted for in gsh by higher order terms in the elastic energy.
Although the qualitative aspects of the above described behavior must
be correct, it is difficult to make them more quantitative. For lack of better
data, we tentatively identify the behavior of (a) with what in textbooks on
soil-mechanics [4,5] is frequently referred to as the virgin consolidation line,
and that of (c) with “caps.” This may not be appropriate, because both are
usually associated with clay, and there are indications that with sand the con-
solidation line is associated with grain crushing [68]. [The inset, (b) of Fig 2,
has a logarithmic scale. It serves to demonstrate that the standard formula
e = e0 − k lnP do not go to ρlp and ρcp, for P → 0 and ∞, respectively.]
We include the following higher- order terms, with D1,D2,D3 > 0,
− B0(D1∆3 +D2∆u2s +D3u4s), (13)
to be added to w∆, Eq (7). Consider first u
2
s = 0. If ∆ is large enough, the
term −D1∆3, with a negative second derivative, will work against B∆2.5 and
turn w∆ concave. The value ∆c at which this happens is given by
√
∆c =
5B(ρ)/8D1(ρ). As B diverges at ρcp, so does ∆c. If ∆c(ρ) = 0 for ρ = ρℓp,
D1(ρ) will have to diverge there. Next consider u2s 6= 0. If D2,D3 = 0, the
yield lines in the space spanned by P∆, πs for given density would be vertical
lines. The presence of −D2∆u2s and −D3u4s reduce the value of ∆ (or P∆)
for growing us (or πs), bending the lines to the left. We did not find enough
data that we could have used to fix the values of D1,D2,D3.
Next we address varying forms of yield laws, of which there are many.
That of Eq (11) is usually referred to as the Drucker-Prager approximation of
the Coulomb yield surface. The actual Coulomb law is anisotropic. And there
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are those referred to as Lade-Duncan [69] or Matsuoka-Nakai [70]. Defining
the friction angle as ϕ ≡ arcsin
√
3/(6P 2∆/π
2
s − 1), the Coulomb, Drucker-
Prager, and Lade-Duncan yield laws are respectively given as
π3 − π1
π3 + π1
= sinϕ,
πs
P∆
=
√
6 sinϕ√
3 + sin2 ϕ
,
π1π2π3
27P 3∆
=
(1− sinϕ) cos2 ϕ
(3− sinϕ)3 .
Engineers choose among them depending on the system, personal preferences
and experiences, apparently without a commonly accepted rule. We discov-
ered that, by including the third strain invariant u3t ≡ u∗iju∗jku∗ki into Eq (7),
w∆ = B
√
∆
(
2∆2/5 +Au2s/B − Cu3t/B∆
)
, (14)
with A,B, C > 0, it is possible to account for all these laws simultaneously.
(Note the new term is also of order 2.5.) Tuning C is, the yield surface an
be made numerically indistinguishable from all these yield laws. Because a
single expression is employed, and because intermediate yield laws are also
possible, this is a simplifying and unifying step, see [71] for details (including
how uij , πij remain collinear).
3.3 Dynamics
3.3.1 Structure of the Dynamics
Next, we specify the evolution equations for the state variables. The equation
for the elastic strain, assuming both uij , vij are uniform, is [55]
∂tuij − vij + αijkℓvkℓ = −(λijkℓTg)ukℓ (15)
(where vij ≡ 12 (∇ivj+∇jvi) is the shear rate, v∗ij its traceless part, and v2s ≡
v∗ijv
∗
ij). If Tg is finite, grains jiggle and briefly lose contact with one another,
during which their deformation is partially lost. (More realistically, the grains
only loosen contact with one another. But this suffices to mobilize them,
and free them briefly from the “elastic corset” of neighboring grains that
maintains the deformation.) Macroscopically, this shows up as a relaxation
of uij , with a rate that grows with Tg, and vanishes for Tg = 0. So the lowest
order term in a Tg-expansion is λijkℓTg. With the elastic energy a convex
function, the (negative) elastic stress −πij = ∂w/∂uij is a monotonically
increasing function of uij . Therefore, −πij , uij decrease at the same time.
And Eq (15) accounts for the stress relaxation discussed in the introduction.
The Onsager coefficient αijkℓ is an off-diagonal element. Dividing uij into
∆ ≡ −uℓℓ, u∗ij , and specifying the matrices αijkℓ, λijkℓ with two elements
each, Eq (15) is written as
∂t∆+ (1 − α)vℓℓ − α1u∗ijv∗ij = −λ1Tg∆, (16)
∂tu
∗
ij − (1− α)v∗ij = −λTgu∗ij , (17)
∂tus − (1 − α)vs = −λTgus. (18)
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The third equation is valid only if strain and rate are collinear, u∗ij/|us| =
v∗ij/|vs|. This is frequently the case for steady rates, because any component
of uij not collinear with vij relaxes to zero. The coefficient α (assuming
0 < α < 1) describes a reduced gear ratio: The same shear rate yields a
smaller deformation, ∂tuij = (1− α)vij · · · , but acts also at a smaller stress,
σij = (1−α)πij · · · , see below. α1 accounts for the fact that shearing granular
media will change the compression ∆, implying dilatancy and contractancy.
(Although more Onsager coefficients are permitted by symmetry, they have
been excluded to keep the equations as simple as possible.)
Next are the continuity equations for mass and momentum density,
∂tρ+∇i(ρvi) = 0, ∂t(ρvi) +∇j(σij + ρvivj) = 0, (19)
where the stress tensor σij = Pδij + σ
∗
ij (with σ
∗
ij the traceless part) is
determined by general principles [55,56] as
P ≡ σℓℓ/3 = (1 − α)P∆ + PT − ζgvℓℓ, (20)
σ∗ij = (1− α)π∗ij − α1u∗ijP∆ − ηgv∗ij , (21)
σs = (1− α)πs − α1usP∆ − ηgvs. (22)
Again, the third equation (with σ2s ≡ σ∗ijσ∗ij) is valid only if π∗ij and v∗ij are
collinear, π∗ij/|πs| = v∗ij/|vs|. The pressure P and shear stress σs contain
elastic contributions ∼ πs, P∆ from Eq (9), the seismic pressure PT ∼ T 2g
from Eq (10), and viscous contributions ∼ ηg, ζg. The off-diagonal Onsager
coefficients α, α1 (introduced in the equation for the elastic strain uij) soften
and mix the elastic stress components. The term preceded by α1 is smaller
by an order in the elastic strain, and may frequently be neglected.
The balance equation for the granular entropy sg = bρTg is
∂tsg +∇i(sgvi − κ∇iTg) = (ηgv2s + ζgv2ℓℓ − γT 2g )/Tg. (23)
Here, sgvi is the convective, and −κ∇iTg the diffusive flux. ηgv2s accounts
for viscous heating, for the increase of Tg because macroscopic shear rates
jiggle the grains. A compressional rate ζgv
2
ℓℓ does the same, though not as
efficiently [72]. The term −γT 2g accounts for the relaxation of Tg, ie., for
the conversion of granular energy into inner granular one. Frequently, this
equation may be simplified, first by linearizing in ∇iTg, assuming it to be
small; then by taking all other variables to be uniform, the convective term
and vℓℓ as negligible. Finally, an extra source term γ1h
2T 2a may be added,
to account for an “ambient temperature” Ta – external perturbations such
as given by a sound field or by tapping. (Generally speaking, any source
mechanism contributing to Tg is already included in the expression without
Ta. For instance, given a sound field – generated either by loudspeakers or
tapping – there is the term on the right hand side of Eq (23 ), ζ1(v
sound
ℓℓ )
2,
where vsoundℓℓ is the fast varying compressional rate of the sound field. Coarse-
graining it, we may set 〈ζ1(vsoundℓℓ )2〉 ≡ γ1h2T 2a ≡ η1v2a, to quantify this
contribution, either in terms of Ta, or the shear rate va needed to produce
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this Ta. Adding such a term is a convenient short cut to account for a general
perturbation without specifying the cause.) The result is
bρ∂tTg − κ1Tg∇2Tg = η1v2s − γ1h2(T 2g − T 2a ). (24)
An rather similar equation holds for the true entropy s, see [55].
3.3.2 Transport Coefficients
All coefficients α, α1, ηg, ζg are functions of the state variables, uij , Tg and
ρ. As the hydrodynamic formalism only delivers the structure of the dynam-
ics, not the functional dependence of the transport coefficients, these are to
be obtained (same as the energy) from experiments or simulations, in an
iterative trial-and-error process. And the specification below is what we at
present believe is appropriate. Generally speaking, we find strain dependence
to be weak – plausibly so because the strain is a small quantity. We expand
in it, keeping only the constant terms. We also expand in Tg, but eliminate
the constant terms, because we assume granular media are fully elastic for
Tg → 0, implying the force balance ∇jσij = ρgi should reduce to the equi-
librium condition, Eq (5). Therefore we take α, α1, ηg, ζg, κg to vanish for
Tg → 0. In addition, we also need α, α1 to saturate at an elevated Tg, such
that rate-independence may be established in the hypoplastic regime. Hence
ηg = η1Tg, ζg = ζ1Tg, κ = κ1Tg, (25)
α/α¯ = α1/α¯1 = Tg/(Tα + Tg),
with α¯, α¯1, η1, ζ1, κ1, Tα functions of ρ only, or the packing fraction φ. Ex-
panding γ in Tg,
γ = γ0 + γ1Tg, (26)
we keep γ0, because the reason that led to Eqs (25) does not apply. More
importantly, γ0 ensures a smooth transition from the hypoplastic to the quasi-
elastic regime, see Eq (30) below. (Although γ0 = 0 in rarefied systems [50],
we do not see any reasons for this to hold for denser ones.)
The transport coefficients are also functions of ρ, containing especially a
divergent/vanishing part ∼ (ρcp − ρ). Assuming that, at ρ = ρcp, the plastic
phenomena of stress relaxation, softening and dilatancy vanish, Tg relaxes
instantly, and the system is infinitely viscous, we take
λ, λ1, α, α1, γ
−1
1 , η
−1
1 ∼ ρcp − ρ. (27)
We need to stress that we stand behind the temperature dependence with
much more confidence than that of the density, for two reasons: First, ρ is not
a small quantity that one may expand in, and we lack the general arguments
employed to extract the Tg-dependence. Second, not coincidentally, the ρ
dependence does not appear universal: The above dependence of γ1, η1 seems
to fit glass beads data, while γ1 ∼ (ρcp − ρ)−0.5, η1 ∼ (ρcp − ρ)−1.5 appear
more suitable for polystyrene beads, see [60].
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At given shear rates, vs = const, the stationary state of Eq (23) – charac-
terized by ∂tsg = 0, with viscous heating balancing Tg-relaxation – is quickly
arrived at, say within 10−3 s in dense granular media, implying
γ1 h
2 T 2g = v
2
s η1 + v
2
ℓℓ ζ1, h
2 ≡ 1 + γo/(γ1Tg). (28)
Taking the density for simplicity as either constant or slowly changing, ie.
v2ℓℓ ≈ 0, we have a quadratic regime for small Tg and low vs, and a linear one
at elevated Tg, vs:
Tg = |vs|
√
η1/γ1 for γ1Tg ≫ γ0, (29)
Tg = v
2
s (η1/γ0) for γ1Tg ≪ γ0. (30)
As mentioned above and discussed in the next section, the linear regime
is hypoplastic, in which the system displays rate-independent elasto-plastic
behavior and the hypoplastic model holds. In the quadratic regime, because
Tg ∼ v2s ≈ 0 is quadratically small, the behavior is quasi-elastic, quasi-static,
with slow, consecutive visit of static stress distributions. Note that we have
h = 1 in the hypoplastic regime, and h→∞ in the quasi-static one.
Eqs (16,17,18) also have a stationary solution, ∂t∆, ∂tus = 0, in which
the shear rate vs = const is compensated by the relaxation ∼ Tg. As a result,
∆ = ∆c, us = uc remain constant, and with them also the pressure and shear
stress, P = Pc, σs = σc. This ideally plastic behavior is the critical state. In
the linear regime, Tg ∼ |vs|, both Pc and σc are rate-independent. Since the
rate-independent critical state is a motion in the linear regime, and since it
is irreversible and strongly dissipative, it is not quasi-static.
3.4 Summary
With the above set of equations derived, the expressions for energy density
and transport coefficients in large part specified, gsh is a fairly well-defined
theory. It contains clear ramifications and provides little leeway for retro-
spective adaptation to observations. As a first step to coming to terms with
its ramifications, we examine its basic features.
Granular rheology as observed may be divided into three shear rate
regimes: Bagnold for high, hypoplastic for low, and quasi-elastic for even
lower ones. Fast dense flow is in the first regime, in which pressure and shear
stress are proportional to shear rate squared, p, σs ∼ v2s . Various elasto-
plastic motions, observed especially in triaxial apparatuses, are in the second,
rate-independent regime. The third regime is elastic – no difference between
load and unload, and no critical state. Static stress distribution and elastic
waves belong here. This third regime is again rate-independent. Although
textbooks, taking the hypoplastic regime as quasi-static, do not acknowledge
the existence of a third rate regime, we note that elastoplastic motion can-
not be quasi-static, because it is plastic and irreversible, see the discussion in
Sec 3.2 and 4.1. In gsh, the static, equilibrium state with Tg = 0 is fully elas-
tic. If quasi-static motion exists, it must be quasi-elastic. On the other hand,
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it is admittedly difficult to observe. Some possible reasons are discussed in
Sec 4.2, with suggestions in 4.3 on how to overcome them.
gsh is constructed such that any deviation from elasticity – encapsulated
in the coefficients α, α1, ηg, ζg, κg, λTg, λ1Tg – vanishes with Tg. For Tg = 0,
we have ∂tuij = vij ≡ ∂tǫij , or uij = ǫij ,σij = πij , implying perfect elasticity.
At very low shear rates, Tg ∼ v2s , deviations from elasticity are quadratically
small. The system is then quasi-elastic – though only as long as no yield
surface (as discussed in Sec 3.2) is breached.
When Tg is more elevated, we are in the linear regime, Tg ∼ |vs|, see
Eq (29). Here, the full complexity of granular media emerges. Neverthe-
less, three scalar equations, derived starting from two-stage irreversibility
and variable transient elasticity, suffice to account for most phenomena. Two
account for transient elasticity, Eqs (16,18), and one for Tg, Eq (23) or Eq (24)
In the hypoplastic regime, the stress is still elastic, though softened by α¯. Not-
ing π∗ij , u
∗
ij , σ
∗
ij are collinear, and assuming the higher order term α¯1usP∆
may be neglected, we have the rate-independent expressions
P = (1− α¯)P∆, σs = (1− α¯)πs. (31)
As we shall see, these simple expressions are well capable of accounting
for elasto-plastic motion generally, including especially load-unload behav-
ior, Sec 5.1, and the approach to the critical state, Sec 5.2. They were also
used for a successful comparison to the hypoplastic and barodesy model, in
Sec 5.3, and for the damping of elastic waves, Sec 5.4.
For yet larger rates, the total stress includes the seismic pressure PT and
the viscousity (of which the compressional one is neglected), see Eqs (20,22),
P = (1 − α¯)P∆ + 12T 2g a ρ2 b/(ρcp − ρ), σs = (1− α¯)πs − η1Tgvs. (32)
Since Tg ∼ |vs|, we have PT ∼ T 2g ∼ v2s and ηgvs = η1Tgvs ∼ v2s . So both
may be written as e1 + e2v
2
s , implying a quadratic dependence on the rate
for e2v
2
s ≫ e1, and rate-independence for e2v2s ≪ e1. Rapid dense flow is
considered in [47]. This ends the brief presentation of gsh.
4 The Quasi-Elastic Regime
4.1 Quasi-Elastic versus Hypoplastic Regime
Many in soil mechanics call the slow granular motion in the hypoplastic
regime – say the approach to the critical state – quasi-static. We do not think
this is the right term, because, as discussed at the beginning of Sec.3.2, the
motion occurs at an elevated Tg, is dissipative and irreversible. Quasi-static
motion is never dissipative. Consider sound propagation in any system, say
Newtonian liquid, elastic media or liquid crystals. The velocity is a constant,
and the damping ∼ ω, the frequency. Therefore, sound waves are less damped
the smaller the frequency is. This is a rather generic feature: Changing the
state variable A slowly, dissipation vanishes with ∂tA, the rate of change.
At the very slow limit, the dissipation may be neglected, and the motion is
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rate-independent. It is then called quasi-static, because the system is at this
rate visiting static, equilibrium states consecutively.
Granular systems are both dissipative and rate-independent in the hy-
poplastic regime. As we shall see in Sec 5, this rate-independence is a reflec-
tion of the fact that reactive and dissipative terms have the same frequency
dependence, and are comparable in size – they are exactly equal in the crit-
ical state. If there were only the hypoplastic regime, elastic waves would
always be overdamped. Since this is not the case, there must be a differ-
ent rate-independent but dissipation-free regime. Faced with this dilemma,
a frequent suggestion is to take a small incremental strain (such as given
in an elastic wave) to be elastic and free of dissipation, but a large one as
elasto-plastic and dissipative. For the following reason, we believe this is in-
compatible with the notion of a quasi-static motion, and the wrong way out:
Starting from a static state of given stress, and applying a small incremental
strain that is elastic, the system is again in a static state and an equally
valid starting point. The next small increment must therefore also be purely
elastic. Many consecutive small increments yield a large change in strain, and
if the small ones are not dissipative, neither can their sum be.
In gsh, it is the strain rate, not its amplitude, that decides whether the
system is elastic or hypoplastic. Small strain increments achieved with a high
but short lasting shear rate will provoke an elastic response, if Tg does not
have time to get to a sufficiently high value to induce any plastic responses.
Furthermore, the mere existence of a quasi-static, quasi-elastic regime does
not imply that it is also easily observable, though see Sec 4.3.
Finally, we note that backtracing of the stress curve σˆ(t) when reversing
the strain, ǫˆ(t) → ǫˆ(−t), occurs only in the quasi-elastic regime, not the
hypoplastic one. (We use a hat to indicate a tensor.) The stress is a function
of the elastic strain, σˆ = σˆ(uˆ). Reversing uˆ(t) will always backtrace σˆ(t).
But only in the quasi-elastic regime may we identify uˆ(t) = ǫˆ(t). Failure to
backtrace at hypoplastic rates are not evidence of a “history dependence.”
4.2 An Elastic-Ideally-Plastic Trajectory
In the quadratic regime of very slow shear rates, Tg ∼ |vs|2 → 0, the granular
temperature is so small that the system is essential elastic, moving from one
elastic, equilibrium state to a slightly different one. This is the reason we call
it quasi-elastic. Because σˆ = πˆ and ∂tuˆ → ∂tǫˆ = vˆ, the change of the the
shear stress σs is well approximated by the (hyper-) elastic relation,
∂tσij =
∂σij
∂ukℓ
∂tukℓ =
∂πij
∂ukℓ
∂tǫkℓ = − ∂
2w
∂uij∂ukℓ
vkℓ. (33)
Shearing a granular medium at quasi-elastic rates, the result will be a trajec-
tory σˆ(ǫˆ) that is much steeper than in experiments at hypoplastic rates, such
as observed during an approaching to the critical state. The gradient is given
directly by the stiffness constant ∂2w/∂uˆ2, and possibly three to four times
as large as the average between loading and unloading at hypoplastic rates
[because Eq (17) lacks the factor of (1 − α)]. This goes on until the system
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reaches a yield surface of the elastic energy, the convexity transitions dis-
cussed in Sec 3.2. The system becomes ideally plastic at this point, abruptly,
by forming shear bands. The critical state will not be reached. Reversing the
shear rate in between will retrace the function σˆ(t).
4.3 Soft Springs versus Step Motors
Quasi-elastic behavior has not been observed in triaxial apparatus. This may
simply be because even the lowest rates are not slow enough. Or because
step motors are widely used in these appliances. Plotting the shear rate
versus time, γ˙(t), different shear rates are approximately given as depicted in
Fig 3. Although the curves have different average rates 〈γ˙〉, the time-resolved,
maximal rates γ˙M are identical. And if the time span of γ˙M is long enough
for Tg to respond, and γ˙M is high enough for the system to be in the linear
regime, Tg ∼ γ˙M , the system will display consecutive hypoplastic behavior
in both cases, irrespective of the average rate 〈γ˙〉.
Here, we suggest two ways to observe quasi-elastic behavior, both by
fixing the stress rate at low Tg, because a given stress rate corresponds to two
different shear rates, a high one at elevated Tg and a low one at vanishing Tg.
The first method is slowly incline a plane supporting a layer of grains. In such
a situation, the shear rate remains very small, and the system starts flowing
only when a yield surface is breached. In contrast, employing a feedback loop
in a triaxial apparatus to maintain a stress rate would not work well, because
the correcting motion typically has strain rates that are too high.
A second method is to insert a very soft spring, even a rubber band, be-
tween the granular medium and the device moving at a given velocity v to
deform it. If the spring is softer by a large factor a than the granular medium
(which is itself rather soft), it will absorb most of the displacement, leaving
the granular medium deforming at a rate smaller by the same factor a than
without the spring. In other words, the soft spring serves as a “stress reser-
voir” for the granular medium. The same physics applies when the feedback
loop is connected via a soft spring, as then only little Tg is excited.
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Fig. 3 Why observing the quasi-elastic regime is hard if step motors are used.
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5 The hypoplastic regime
Hypoplastic motion occurs at an elevated Tg ∼ |vs|, in what we have named
the linear regime. It is rate-independent for given, constant strain rates, in
the sense that the increase in the stress ∆σij depends only on the increase
in the strain, ∆ǫij =
∫
vijdt, not how fast it takes place. We also call this
regime hypoplastic because this is where the hypoplastic model holds, a state-
of-the-art engineering theory [7] that we shall consider in Sec 5.3.1.
5.1 Load and Unload
In the hypoplastic regime, for given shear rate vs, the granular temperature
relaxes quickly to its stationary value Tg = |vs|
√
η1/γ1. Inserting this into
Eqs (16, 18), we arrive at
∂t∆ = vs α1us − |vs|Λ1∆, ∂tus = vs (1− α)− |vs|Λus, (34)
Λ ≡ λ/h
√
η1/γ1 ≡ Λ1λ/λ1 ∼ (ρcp − ρ), (35)
which are explicitly rate-independent for α = α¯, α1 = α¯1, see Eq (25). The
last equation is a result of inserting the density dependence of Eqs (27) and
indicates that relaxation of the elastic strain becomes slower at higher density,
and stops at the close-packed density ρcp, where the system is essentially
elastic. We take Λ ≈ 3.3Λ1, as compressional relaxation is typically slower
than shear relaxation [72].
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Fig. 4 The hysteretic change of the shear stress (∼ us) with the strain, as ac-
counted for by Eq (34). The sign of the shear rate vs(t) is given in (b), the shear
deformation εs =
∫ t
0
vs(t
′)dt′ in (c). Inset (d) is the the temporal evolution of us.
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In this form, it is obvious that loading (vs = |vs| > 0) and unloading
(vs = −|vs| < 0) have different slopes: ∂tus/vs = (1 − α) ∓ (Λus/h). This
phenomenon is referred to as incremental nonlinearity in soil mechanics, and
the reason why no backtracking takes place under reversal of shear rate:
Starting from isotropic stress, us = 0, see Fig 4, the gradient is at first
(1−α), becoming smaller as us grows, until it is zero, in the stationary case
∂tus/vs = 0. Unloading now, the slope is (1− α) + (Λus/h), steeper than it
has ever been. It is again (1− α) for us = 0, and vanishes for us sufficiently
negative, see Fig 4. Same scenario holds for ∂t∆/vs.
Clearly, only the stress P, σs are measurable, not ∆,us. The former is
calculated employing Eq (31) when the latter is given. The resultant expres-
sions can be complicated (especially if the pressure is held constant instead
of the density), but the basic physics remains the same – an illustration of
why uij is the better state variable.
In systematic studies employing discrete numerical simulation, Roux and
coworkers have accumulated great knowledge about the mesoscopic physics
on granular scales, see eg. [73]. And they were especially able to distinguish
between two types of strain, I and II, complete with two regimes in which
either dominates. However, although type I strain may clearly be identified as
our state variable uij , one needs to be aware that regime I is not necessarily
quasi-static, or quasi-elastic as considered in Sec 4. The difference is: The
relaxation term may be temporarily small at hypoplastic shear rates, say
because us or ρcp − ρ are, see Eqs (34, 35), they do not stay small if one
wanders in the variable space. At quasi-elastic rates, deformation are always
free of dissipation.
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Fig. 5 Loci of static yield surface and the critical states, calculated employing
the more general energy of Eq (14). Left: in the space spanned by the three stress
eigenvalues, σ1, σ2, σ3; right: in the pi-plane of constant pressure, P ≡ σ1+σ2+σ3,
where
√
2pi1 ≡ (σ3 − σ2)/P ,
√
6pi2 ≡ (2σ1 − σ2 − σ3)/P .
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5.2 Stationary Elastic Solution, or the Critical State
When there is complete compensation of the shear rate ∼ vs and the re-
laxation ∼ Tg, the stationary solution of Eqs (34) for the elastic strain uij
holds. It is generally called the critical state, see [74], and may be considered
ideally plastic, because a shear rate does not lead to a stress increase. Setting
∂t∆, ∂tus = 0 in Eqs (16,18), we obtain the expressions,
uc =
1− α
λ
vs
Tg
= ±1− α
Λ
,
∆c
|uc| =
α1
λ1
|vs|
Tg
=
α1
Λ1
. (36)
From Eq (17), the collinearity of the critical strain and rate, u∗ij |c/|uc| =
v∗ij/|vs|, is easy to see. In the hypoplastic regime (for h = 1, α = α¯, α1 = α¯1),
uc, ∆c depend only on the density and is rate-independent. The critical stress
is given by inserting uc, ∆c into Eqs (31),
P c∆ ≡ P∆(∆c, uc) =
√
∆c(B∆c +Au2c/2∆c), (37)
πc ≡ πs(∆c, uc) = −2A
√
∆c uc, (38)
P c∆/πc = (B/2A)∆c/uc + uc/4∆c, (39)
Pc = (1 − α¯)P c∆, σc = (1− α¯)πc. (40)
The critical ratio σc/Pc – same as the Coulomb yield of Eq (11) – is also
frequently associated with a friction angle. Since one is relevant for vanishing
Tg ∼ v2s → 0, while the other requires an elevated Tg ∼ |vs|, it is appropriate
to identify one as the static friction angle, and the other as the dynamic one.
The dynamic friction angle is always smaller than the static one, see Fig 5,
because the critical state is elastic, and must stay below Coulomb yield,
Λ1/α¯1 <
√
2B/A. (41)
Textbooks on soil mechanics frequently state that the friction angle is
essentially independent of the density – although they do not, as a rule,
distinguish between the dynamic and the static one, cf. Sec 3.2. We assume,
for lack of more discriminating information, that both are. Therefore, we
take α1 ∼ (ρcp − ρ), because Λ1 also does, see Eq (35). Quite generally,
we note that accepting the density dependence of Eqs (27), we have ∆c, uc
being monotonically increasing functions of 1/(ρcp − ρ). The same holds for
Pc, σc ∼ B, though B’s density dependence make the increase slightly faster.
5.3 Constitutive Relations
As discussed in the introduction, granular dynamics is frequently modeled
employing the strategy of rational mechanics, by postulating a function Cij
– of the stress σij , strain rate vkℓ, and density ρ – such that the consti-
tutive relation, ∂tσij = Cij(σij , vkℓ, ρ) holds (where ∂t is to be replaced
by an appropriate objective derivative more generally). It forms, together
with the continuity equation ∂tρ + ∇iρvi = 0, momentum conservation,
∂t(ρvi)+∇j(σij+ρvivj) = 0, a closed set of equations for σij , the velocity vi,
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and the density ρ (or the void ratio e). Both hypoplasticity and barodesy con-
sidered below belong to this category. These models yield, in circumstances
where they hold, a realistic account of the complex elasto-plastic motion, pro-
viding us with highly condensed and intelligently organized empirical data.
This enables us to validate gsh and reduce the latitude in specifying the
energy and transport coefficients.
At the same time, one needs to be aware of their drawbacks, especially the
hidden ones. First of all is the apparent freedom in fixing C – constrained only
by the data one considers, not by energy conservation or entropy production
that were crucial in deriving gsh. This is what we believe the main reason why
there are so many competing engineering models. As this liberty explodes
when one includes gradient terms, most models refrain from the attempt to
account for nonuniform situations, say elastic waves. Second, in dispensing
with the variables Tg and uij , and restricting the variables to σij , vkℓ, ρ, one
reduces the model’s range of validity and looses the benefit of uij ’s simple
behavior: First, the models of hypoplasticity and barodesy are valid only
for Tg ∼ |vs|, so a Tg that is either too small or oscillates too fast will
invalidate them. Second, as the analytical solution of the approach to the
critical state [74] shows, considering uij – though it is not directly measurable
– is a highly simplifying intermediate step. The case for uij is even stronger,
when considering proportional paths and the barodesy model, see below.
5.3.1 The Hypoplastic Model
The hypoplastic model starts from the rate-independent constitutive relation,
∂tσij = Hijkℓvkℓ + Λij
√
v2s + ǫv
2
ℓℓ, (42)
postulated by Kolymbas [7], where Hijkℓ, Λij , ǫ are (fairly involved) functions
of the stress and packing fraction. Incremental nonlinearity as discussed in
Sec 5.1 is also part of the postulate. The simulated granular response is
realistic for deformations at constant or slowly changing rates.
gsh reduces to the hypoplastic model in the hypoplastic regime, for
Tg ∼ |vs|, α = α¯, α1 = α¯1, PT , η1Tgv0ij → 0. This is because σij = (1− α¯)πij
of Eq (31) is then, same as πij , a function of uij , ρ, and we may write
∂tσmn = (∂σmn/∂uij)∂tuij + (∂σmn/∂ρ)∂tρ. Replacing ∂tρ with the first
of Eq (19), ∂tuij with Eq (17), using Eq (29) to eliminate Tg, we arrive at an
equation with the same structure as Eq (42). Our derived result for Hijkℓ, Λij
is different from the postulated engineering expressions, and somewhat sim-
pler, but they yield very similar response ellipses, see [72]. (Response ellipses
are the strain increments as the response of the system, given unit stress in-
crements in all directions starting from an arbitrary point in the stress space,
or vice versa, stress increments as the response for unit strain increments.)
5.3.2 Proportional Paths and Barodesy
Barodesy is a very recent model, again proposed by Kolymbas [75]. As com-
pared to hypoplasticity, it is more modular and better organized, with dif-
ferent parts in Cij taking care of specific aspects of granular deformation,
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especially that of proportional paths. We take pεp and pσp to denote, re-
spectively, proportional strain and stress path. Their behavior is summed up
by the Goldscheider rule (gr): (1) A pεp starting from the stress σij = 0 is
associated with a pσp. (2) A pεp starting from σij 6= 0 leads asymptotically
to the corresponding pσp obtained when starting at σij = 0. (The initial
value σij = 0 is a mathematical idealization, neither easily realized nor part
of the empirical data that went into gr. We take it cum grano salis.)
Explanation: Any constant strain rate vij is a pεp. In the principal strain
axes (ε1, ε2, ε3), a constant vij means the system moves with a constant rate
along its direction, with ε1/ε2 = v1/v2, ε2/ε3 = v2/v3 independent of time.
What gr states is that there exists an associated stress path that is also
proportional, also a straight line in the principal stress space, that there are
pairs of strain and stress path which are linked, and if the initial stress value
is not on the right line, it will converge onto it.
If gsh is as claimed a broad-ranged theory on granular behavior, we
should be able to understand gr with it, which is indeed the case. Given
any constant rate vij , the elastic strain will – irrespective of its initial value,
relax into the stationary state of Eqs (16,18),
uc =
1− α
Λ
,
∆c
uc
=
α1
Λ1
+
1− α
ucΛ1
vℓℓ
vs
, (43)
with u∗ij |c/uc = v∗ij/vs. Adding in the information from Eqs (8,9), we also
find
σ∗ij/σs(ρ) = v
∗
ij/vs. (44)
If the strain path is isochoric, with vℓℓ = 0 and ρ = const, both the deviatoric
strain and stress are dots that remain stationary and do not walk down a
path as time progresses. Clearly, these are simply the ideally plastic, station-
ary, critical state [74]. If vℓℓ 6= 0 with the density ρ[t] changing accordingly,
u∗ij |c and σ∗ij will walk down a straight line along v∗ij/vs, with a velocity
determined, respectively, by uc(ρ[t]) and σs(ρ[t]).
Given an initial strain deviating from that prescribed by Eq (43), u0 6=
uc, ∆0 6= ∆c, Eqs (16,18) clearly state that the deviation will exponentially
relax, until they vanish – ie., the strain and the associated stress will converge
onto the prescribed line. All this is very well, but gr states that it is the total
stress that walks down a straight line. With
πij = P∆(ρ)[δij + (πs/P∆)v
∗
ij/vs], (45)
this fact clearly hinges on (πs/P∆) – a function of ∆/us [see Eq (??)] – not
depending on the density. As long as vℓℓ ≪ vs, we have ∆c/uc ≈ α1/Λ1, a
combination that we did assume is density independent, see Eq (27), par-
tially in anticipation of the fact that the friction angle of the critical state,
a function of (πs/P ), is independent of the density. And vℓℓ/vs must indeed
remain small to avoid hitting either ρcp or ρlp too quickly.
In [76], the results of gsh are compared to that of barodesy, with mostly
quantitative agreement. (The energy of Eq (14) was employed there. So the
results are more realistic.) When looking at Cij , it is easy to grasp that the
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construction of a constitutive relation is only for someone with vast experi-
ence about granular media. That we could substitute this deep knowledge
with the notions of variable transient elasticity, giving rise to a theory just
as capable of accounting for elasto-plastic motion, is eye-opening. It sug-
gests that sand, in its qualitative behavior, may be after all neither overly
complicated, nor such a rebel against general principles.
5.4 Elastic Waves
That elastic waves propagate in granular media [77,78] is an important fact,
because it is an unambiguous proof that granular media possess an elastic
regime, and behave as elastic media in certain parameter ranges. Experimen-
tal exploration of the elastic to plastic transition would be equally crucial,
and elastic waves remain a useful tool for this purpose.
There is a wide-spread believe that small, quasi-static increments from
any equilibrium stress state is elastic, but large ones are plastic. As discussed
in Sec 4.1, this assumption is illogical, because a large increment is the sum of
small ones. In gsh, the parameter that sets the boundary between elastic and
plastic regime is the granular temperature Tg. We have quasi-elastic regime
for vanishing Tg ∼ v2s , and the hypoplastic one for elevated Tg ∼ vs.
A perturbation in the elastic strain or stress propagate as a wave only in
the quasi-elastic regime, while it diffuses in the hypoplastic one. More specif-
ically, we shall derive a telegraph equation from gsh, with a quantity ∼ Tg
taking on the role of the electric resistance [79]. It defines a characteristic
frequency ω0 ∼ Tg, such that elastic perturbations of the frequency ω diffuse
for ω ≪ ω0, and propagate for ω ≫ ω0. In the quasi-elastic regime, ω0 → 0,
and all perturbations propagate. In the hypoplastic regime, when Tg gets el-
evated, so does ω0, pushing the propagating range to ever higher frequencies.
Eventually, the associated wave length become comparable to the granular
diameter, exceeding gsh’s range of validity.
To derive the telegraph equation, we start with two basic equations of
gsh, Eqs (17,19),
ρ∂tvi − (1− α)∇mKimklu∗kl = 0, ∂tu∗ij − (1− α)v0ij = −λTgu∗ij , (46)
where Kimkl ≡ −∂2w/∂uim∂ukl. (For simplicity, we concentrate on shear
waves, assuming vℓℓ ≡ 0.) For Tg → 0, both plastic terms λTgu∗ij and α ∼ Tg
are negligibly small, such that these two equations reproduce conventional
elasticity theory. The variation of wave velocities c with stress and density is
then easily calculated, because c2 is given by the eigenvalues of the matrix
Kimnjqmqn/(ρq
2) (qm is the wave vector). The result [66] agrees well with
observations [65].
There are two ways to crank up Tg. First is to introduce an ambient
temperature, such as by tapping or a remote shear band, second is to increase
the amplitude of the wave mode, because its own shear rate also creates Tg.
The granular temperature has a characteristic time τT = bρ/γ1, see Eq (24),
that is of order 10−3 s in dense media. For simplicity, we assume that the
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wave mode’s frequency is much larger than 1/τT , such that Tg and α(Tg)
are essentially constant. This implies
(∂2t + λTg∂t)u
∗
ij =
1
2 (1− α)2 ×∇m[Kimkl∇ju∗kl +Kjmkl∇iu∗kl].
Concentrating on one wave mode propagating along x, with cqs the quasi-
elastic velocity and u¯ ∼ eiqx−iωt the amplitude of the associated eigenvector,
we obtain the telegraph equation,
(∂2t + λTg∂t) u¯ = (1− α)2c2qs∇2x u¯ ≡ c2∇2x u¯. (47)
(The coefficient α accounts for the fact that granular contacts soften with
Tg, and the effective elastic stiffness decreases by (1 − α)2. In the language
of electromagnetism, (1 − α)−2 is a dielectric permeability.) Inserting u¯ ∼
eiqx−iωt into Eq (47), we find
c2q2 = ω2 + iωλTg, (48)
implying diffusion for the low frequency limit, ω ≪ λTg,
q ≈ ±
√
ωλTg
c
1 + i√
2
, (49)
and propagation for the high-frequency limit, ω ≫ λTg,
q ≈ ±ω
c
(
1 + i
λTg
2ω
)
, u¯ ∼ exp
[
−iω
(
t∓ x
c
)
t∓ xλTg
2c
]
. (50)
The first term in the square bracket accounts for wave propagation, the
second a decay length 2c/λTg, which is frequency-independent if Tg is an
ambient temperature. If Tg is produced by the elastic wave itself, it varies
between Tg ∼ v2s ∼ ω2q2 ∼ ω4 and Tg ∼ vs ∼ ω2 depending on the amplitude,
and the decay length is strongly frequency dependent.
A brief wave pulse, arbitrarily strong, can always propagate through gran-
ular media if its duration is too brief to excite sufficient Tg for the system to
enter the hypoplastic regime. The duration must be much smaller than the
characteristic time bρ/γ of Tg, see Eq (24).
6 Conclusions
gsh is derived employing the hydrodynamic approach, starting from two as-
sumptions about granular media’s basic physics: variable transient elasticity
and two-stage irreversibility. Because of the many constraints this approach
provides, gsh should be a valid broad-ranged theory, from statics to fast
dense flow, if these assumptions are appropriate.Variable transient elasticity
prescribes relaxation of the elastic stress with a rate ∼ Tg, with full elastic-
ity restored at equilibrium, for Tg = 0. And indeed, this leads to results in
several static geometries, including silos, sand pile and a layer subject to a
point load, that agree well with data. Same is true for the incremental stress-
strain relation and velocities of sound waves, both calculated setting Tg = 0.
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Finally, we conclude that the quasi-static motion in gsh is quasi-elastic, a
visit of consecutive elastic states at Tg = 0.
Two-stage irreversibility defines what the granular temperature Tg is, and
provides a relation between Tg and the shear rate γ˙, in the stationary state in
which Tg is a constant. Given by transport coefficients (the functional depen-
dence of which is an input), this relation is not completely fixed. Assuming
the simplest dependence, we have Tg ∼ γ˙, implying more stress relaxation
the faster the shear motion is. This is the physics of rate-independence: Be-
cause the same shear motion also deforms the grains and builds up the elastic
stress, a motion double as fast with twice the relaxation rate leads to the same
stress. At given γ˙, the elastic stress relaxes toward its stationary solution, in
which the elastic deformation and dissipative relaxation cancel, implying a
constant stress. This is the critical state.
However, a rate-independent ratio between the elastic deformation and
dissipative relaxation means that the latter does not vanish more quickly
than the former for γ˙ → 0, implying the complete lack of quasi-static motion,
which is, of course, a fairly general phenomenon. Although there is as yet not
much direct experimental evidence for its existence, we note that it may be
restored by changing the transport coefficients slightly, such that Tg ∼ γ˙ goes
smoothly over to Tg ∼ γ˙2 for γ˙ → 0, because a quadratically small Tg implies
a dissipation that vanishes more quickly than the elastic motion. As a result,
gsh has three rate regimes, given by:
– The quasi-elastic regime of vanishing shear rates γ˙, possibly below 10−5 s−1,
with a quadratically vanishing granular temperature, Tg ∼ γ˙2 → 0. The
stress σij = πij is purely elastic, as given by Eq (3). This regime is admit-
tedly difficult to observe. Some possible reasons are discussed in Sec 4.2,
with suggestions in 4.3 on how to overcome them.
– The hypoplastic regime of low shear rates, possibly between 10−3 and
1 s−1, where the engineering theories such as the hypoplastic model [7]
holds. The stress σij = (1−α)πij is still elastic, but softer by the factor 1−
α, typically between 0.2 and 0.3. Granular temperature is more elevated,
allowing stress relaxation. Rate-independence is a result of Tg ∼ γ˙. As
we have seen, three simple scalar equations are sufficient to account for
general elasto-plastic motion, including especially load-unload behavior,
Sec 5.1; and the approach to the critical state, Sec 5.2. They were also
used for a successful comparison to the hypoplastic and barodesy model,
Sec 5.3; and for the damping of elastic waves, Sec 5.4.
This regime is frequently termed the quasi-static one, because it lacks in-
ertial effects, is rate-independent, and the even slower quasi-elastic regime
is hard to observe. We note in Sec 3.2 and 4.1 that the hypoplastic regime,
characterized by stress relaxation, is strongly dissipative.
– The rapid flow regime, for shear rates well above 1 s−1. We still have
Tg ∼ γ˙, but it is no longer small. Therefore, the Tg-generated, seismic
pressure PT ∼ T 2g ∼ γ˙2 and the viscous shear stress σs ∼ Tgγ˙ ∼ γ˙2
become significant and compete with the elastic contribution πij . This is
where the MIDI model and Bagnold flow hold. As both the pressure and
the shear stress may be written as e1 + e2γ˙
2, where e1 is the elastic, and
e2 the seismic, or viscous, contributions, we have a quadratic dependence
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of the Bagnold flow for e2γ˙
2 ≫ e1, and hypoplastic rate-independence for
e2γ˙
2 ≪ e1. This rate regime has already been considered in [47].
Finally, a summary of some frequently used quantities, for which physics
and engineering textbooks employ rather different notations, first a general
tensor, say vij . We take vℓℓ as its trace, v
∗
ij as its traceless part, with vs ≡
v∗ijv
∗
ij as the second invariant. Then stresses and strains: total or Cauchy
stress: σij , the elastic stress: πij , with σs, πs as defined above. The elastic
strain: uij , with ∆ ≡ −uℓℓ and us ≡ u∗iju∗ij , is defined around Eq (3). The
strain rate (frequently denoted as ǫ˙ij) is taken as vij ≡ 12 (∇ivj +∇jvi), and
the scalar shear rate vs ≡ v∗ijv∗ij (or interchangeably, γ˙).
The granular temperature is Tg, note the energy is ∼ T 2g , see Sec 2.2.
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